Current classification, treatment options, and new perspectives in the management of adipocytic sarcomas

Abstract: Sarcomas are a heterogeneous group of mesenchymal tumors arising from soft tissue or bone, with an uncertain etiology and difficult classification. Soft tissue sarcomas (STSs) account for around 1% of all adult cancers. Till date, more than 50 histologic subtypes have been identified. Adipocyte sarcoma or liposarcoma (LPS) is one of the most common STS subtypes, accounting for 15% of all sarcomas, with an incidence of 24% of all extremity STSs and 45% of all retroperitoneal STSs. The new World Health Organization classification system has divided LPS into four different subgroups: atypical lipomatous tumor/well-differentiated LPS, dedifferentiated LPS, myxoid LPS, and pleomorphic LPS. These lesions can develop at any location and exhibit different aggressive potentials reflecting their morphologic diversity and clinical behavior. Patients affected by LPS should be managed in specialized multidisciplinary cancer centers. Whereas surgical resection is the mainstay of treatment for localized disease, the benefits of adjuvant and neoadjuvant chemotherapy are still unclear. Systemic treatment, particularly chemotherapy, is still limited in metastatic disease. Despite the efforts toward a better understanding of the biology of LPS, the outcome of advanced and metastatic patients remains poor. The advent of targeted therapies may lead to an improvement of treatment options and clinical outcomes. A larger patient enrollment into translational and clinical studies will help increase the knowledge of the biological behavior of LPSs, test new drugs, and introduce new methodological studies, that is, on treatment response.
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Introduction

Soft tissue sarcomas (STSs) are an uncommon group of solid neoplasm arising mostly from the embryonic mesoderm of soft tissue, with difficult diagnosis, grading, and management. Even though STSs represent only 1% of all adult cancers, they exhibit an extraordinary amount of diversity with more than 50 histologic subtypes based on the tumor lineage.\(^1,2\)

Liposarcomas (LPSs) originate from adipocytes and constitute one of the most common STS (15% of all cases),\(^3\) with an incidence of 24% of all extremity STS and 45% of retroperitoneal STS.\(^4\) Morphologically, they can be divided into atypical lipomatous tumor or well-differentiated LPS (ALT/WDLPS), dedifferentiated LPS (DDLPS), myxoid LPS (MLPS) (round cell LPS is now considered as a high-grade MLPS and has been removed from the 2013 World Health Organization classification system), and pleomorphic LPS (PLS).\(^5\)

LPS variants exhibit different aggressive potentials reflecting their morphologic diversity. DDLPS, high-grade MLPS, and PLS have a high propensity to metastasize,
while ALT/WDLPS does not metastasize without dedifferentiation and MLPS exhibits an indolent clinical behavior and a lower metastatic potential.\(^6\)

LPS can arise at several locations, the retroperitoneum and the extremities being the most common anatomic sites, likely depending on the histologic subtype. Primary MLPS and PLS occur predominantly in the extremities and are very rare in the retroperitoneum, while ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS subtypes arise more often in the retroperitoneum.\(^7\)\(^-\)\(^10\)

LPS patients should be managed by specialized multidisciplinary cancer teams. Treatment options involve surgery, chemotherapy (CT), and radiotherapy (RT). The goal of surgery, which represents the standard of care for localized primary tumors, is to achieve complete tumor resection with negative margins, which means completely removing the neoplastic lesion with marginal normal tissue. RT and CT can be administered pre- and/or postoperatively in a multimodal strategy in the management of localized tumors, and have shown controversial results.\(^11\)

The standard treatment of metastatic disease is mostly represented by systemic CT with limited results. Interestingly, LPS sensitivity to CT seems to be correlated to the histologic subtype. In this regard, MLPS has a higher sensitivity to cytotoxic CT than other LPS subtypes.\(^12\)

Recent studies on LPS molecular pathways and genetic mutations have identified new treatment targets with promising results.\(^13,14\)

This paper will provide an overview of LPS, focusing on the current classification system, the different histologic subtypes, and the molecular pathologic features. Finally, treatment options and future directions in clinical care management will be summarized.

**Histopathology and clinical behavior**

LPSs are a heterogeneous group of tumors. They can be divided into four distinct subtypes with different clinical behaviors: ALT/WDLPS, DDLPS, MLPS, and PLS LPSs (Table 1).

### Table 1 Summary of some features of LPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histotypes</th>
<th>% of incidence in LPS</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Prognosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALT: adipocytic, sclerosing, and inflammatory</td>
<td>40–45 together with DDLPS(^15)</td>
<td>FISH analysis of MDM2(^16)</td>
<td>Locally aggressive mesenchymal neoplasm. Recurrence is likely to occur if excision is not complete.(^20) Progression from ALT to DDLPS is reported in 25%–40% of patients.(^19) Strong propensity for distant lung metastases (10%–15%) and recurrence.(^25) Frequent recurrence. 10%–20% of patients develop distant metastases.(^24) Local recurrence in 30%–35% of patients; lung is a frequent site of relapse, but bone and liver metastases have also been reported.(^27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDLPS</td>
<td>40–45 together with ALT(^16)</td>
<td>FISH analysis of MDM2(^16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLPS</td>
<td>30(^32)</td>
<td>FISH analysis of aberrant fusion gene FUS–CHOP/DDIT3(^37)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>5(^3)</td>
<td>Histologic analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ALT, atypical lipomatous tumor; DDLPS, dedifferentiated liposarcoma; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; LPS, liposarcoma; MDM2, mouse double minute 2; MLPS, myxoid liposarcoma; PLS, pleomorphic liposarcoma.
de novo, and 25%–40% of patients report progression from ALT/WDLPS to DDLPS.19

ALT/WDLPS shows a low metastatic potential, but it is a locally aggressive mesenchymal neoplasm. Tumor growth is slow, but if local excision is not complete, recurrence is likely to occur. DDLPS has a strong propensity for distant lung metastases (10%–15%) as well as for local recurrences.20

Although the etiology of ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS is still unclear, the characteristic presence of 12q13-15 amplification suggests a role in tumor pathogenesis. MDM2 is the most frequent amplified oncogene in ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS, which also acts as a ubiquitin ligase, binding the transactivation domain of the tumor suppressor p53, thus promoting its degradation. This is confirmed by the fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis of MDM2 gene amplification, representing the standard differential diagnosis of ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS.16 In this regard, the presence of both unmutated TP53 and retinoblastoma (Rb) protein in ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS is crucial for the use of molecular therapies as mouse double minute 2 (MDM2) homologue and cyclin dependent kinase-4 (CDK4) antagonists (see discussion below).

The most common site of origin for DDLPS is the retroperitoneum; to a lesser extent, the extremities, the trunk, and the paratesticular area can also be affected.21 Usually, dedifferentiation occurs more frequently in retroperitoneal ALT/WDLPS than in extremity LPS, with an incidence of 20% in the first retroperitoneal local recurrence and 44% in subsequent local recurrence.19

**Myxoid liposarcoma**

MLPS is the second most common subtype of LPS accounting for 30% of all LPS and ~10% of all adult STSs,22 with a tendency to affect lower extremities. Although the median age of patients ranges 50–65 years, MLPS is one of the most common LPS in children and adolescents.23

Morphologically, it is characterized by mesenchymal spindle/oval cells organized in a myxoid stroma, with signet ring or multivacuolated lipoblasts and a distinctive plexiform vasculature. MLPS demonstrating the presence of round cell component for more than 5% has a higher rate of metastasis. Round cell transformation is associated with a worse clinical outcome.24 In line with these findings, overall survival (OS) at 5 years is ~90% in MLPS poor in round cells versus 50% in MLPS rich in round cells.25 In addition to round cell component, high MIB-1 labeling index, p53 missense mutation, reduction of p14 protein expression and p53 mutation are the adverse prognostic factors.26

The most important molecular genetic abnormality of MLPS is the recurrent translocation of the t(12;16)(q13;p11) region, which results in the aberrant fusion gene, FUS–CHOP/DDIT3, currently used for the diagnosis of MLPS.27 In rare cases, another translocation, (t12;22)(q13;q12), is reported that results in a fusion gene arrangement between EWS and CHOP. It is suggested that both fusion transcripts are involved in the inhibition of normal adipocytic differentiation, leading to the proliferation of immature adipocytes.

FUS–CHOP fusion transcripts are classified into three categories: type I (exons 7-2), type II (exons 5-2), and type III (exons 8-2).28 Type II is the most common transcript found in MLPS. The correlation between types of fusion transcripts and clinical behavior is still unclear, but there is strong evidence that these aberrant transcriptional regulators play a central role in primary oncogenesis.29,30

Moreover, four types of less-frequent EWS–CHOP fusion transcripts have been identified: type I (exons 7-2), type II (exons 20-2), type III (exons 13-2), and type IV (exons 13-3). The best clinical outcome was described for type I.31,32

MLPS usually affects the deep soft tissue of the extremities; the most common site of origin is the thigh, while retroperitoneal and intra-abdominal disease is very rare, usually resulting from a misdiagnosis of ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS. Recurrence is frequently reported, whereas 10%–20% of patients develop distant metastases. MLPS exhibits a special propensity to metastasize to skeletal and pulmonary sites (17% vs 14%),33 but trunk, chest, and other extremities can also be affected.34

Despite receiving appropriate treatment for local disease, nearly 40% of patients experience disease relapse.

MLPS has a higher sensitivity to cytotoxic CT than other LPS subtypes,12 with an OS of 2 years for metastatic disease.

**Pleomorphic liposarcoma**

PLS is the least common form of LPS, accounting for only 5% of cases and occurring mainly in 55–65-year-old patients.25,35 Morphologically, PLS is characterized by a variable number of pleomorphic lipoblasts in a setting of a nonlipogenic high-grade sarcoma, which is necessary for diagnosis.36,37,38 A rare epithelioid variant of PLS has also been described. In these cases, positivity for epithelial membrane antigen (26%) and keratin (21%) has been identified.38

PLS arises in deep soft tissue, with a particular propensity for the trunk; extremities are less often involved.39 PLS is associated with a poor prognosis, high local recurrence, and distant metastasis in 30%–35% of cases. The lung, bone, and liver are the common sites of relapse.37 Although PLS rarely occurs in the skin and subcutis, it represents the most common LPS of these sites. Cutaneous and subcutaneous
PLS exhibit a better outcome than that of deep soft tissue, with 17% incidence of local recurrence and rare cases of distant metastases.  

Unlike other LPS, PLS shows a complex karyotype with chromosome arrangements including gains and losses. Consequently, pathogenesis is driven by a complex of events involving genome amplifications and deletions. Recent studies have hypothesized the role of p14ARF methylation in the origin and growth of PLS.  

PLS is the rarest and most aggressive LPS subtype, which is highly resistant to all current treatment options with a very poor clinical outcome. Its diagnosis is made by histologic analysis.

**Treatment options**

Since there are no studies to date on the role of surgery and RT focused specifically on the LPS histotype, this section will report the results of studies performed on STS patients. Recent data are available on histology-driven CT in LPS patients.

**Surgery**

Surgical resection of STS, including all LPS histotypes, is the mainstay of therapy for localized disease, with a potentially curative purpose.

In this regard, the principal goal of surgery is resection of the entire tumor with marginal normal tissue. Surgery in STS should be performed by an experienced surgical team.

The most important variables affecting the ability to perform adequate surgery are: the anatomical site, the tumor stage, the histologic subtype, and the tumor grade of sarcoma.

**Surgery in retroperitoneal sarcoma**

LPS is one of the most common histotypes among retroperitoneal sarcomas. ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS represent the principal histologic subtypes arising in the retroperitoneum, accounting for over 50% of all retroperitoneal sarcomas.

The prognosis for retroperitoneal sarcomas is poor due to the frequent locoregional recurrence associated with surgery. The complexity of the anatomical site and the tumor size at presentation, with the consequent involvement of adjacent organs and vital structures, are the principal factors correlated to a high incidence of positive surgical margins, which are strong predictors of local recurrence and lower survival.

A retrospective study of 500 patients, which was conducted by Lewis et al, showed that complete surgical resection with microscopically negative margins was correlated to a longer survival (103 months) than surgery with microscopically positive margins (18 months). No difference was found in the unresectable disease.

A high tumor grade is a significant factor of local recurrence and survival, underscoring the relevance of the biology of sarcomas.

Nonetheless, the extension of surgery in STS is still debated, especially in retroperitoneal sarcoma where surgical resection for disease eradication is often challenging.

Recent retrospective data suggest that risk of local recurrence can be lowered through aggressive surgery of retroperitoneal sarcoma, which involves compartmental resection of all adjacent organs. This type of surgical procedure was included in the new surgical guidelines of the European Society for Medical Oncology, but it is not universally accepted due to the heterogeneity of the retrospective studies, increased surgical morbidity, and conflicting data about the survival benefit of extended surgery. Gronchi et al and Crago et al concluded that extended surgery might be more relevant in low- and intermediate-grade tumors than in high-grade tumors, because in the former, survival is associated primarily with local control.

This evidence can be translated into retroperitoneal ALT/WDLPS, which presents a higher risk of local recurrence and dedifferentiation due to incomplete surgery. On the contrary, DDLPS is associated with a higher risk of distant metastases, thus making the benefit of extended surgery unclear.

However, whether recurrences mainly depend on tumor biology or on adequate surgery is still under debate.

Available data on surgery in retroperitoneal STS are based on retrospective and heterogeneous studies.

**Surgery in extremity sarcoma**

In contrast to the aggressive surgical approach in retroperitoneal STS, the current function-sparing surgery in extremity STS, including LPS, is more conservative, achieving local tumor control with low morbidity and better quality of life. Amputation, once considered the standard surgical treatment in localized STS of the extremities, is now considered only when surgical resection or re-resection with adequate margins cannot be performed without affecting the organ function.

The surgical approach in extremity STS changed in the 1980s, thanks to the results of randomized clinical trials comparing amputation with function-sparing surgery and RT. No survival difference between the two treatments was reported, and only 15% of local recurrence was reported in patients treated with the combination.

However, lower local recurrences were reported after conservative surgery in extremity STS alone. Retrospective analyses have pointed out that surgery alone may apply selectively, emphasizing the relevance of adequate surgical margins as a strong prognostic factor.
In contrast to these results, a retrospective Italian analysis of 900 STS patients showed that positive surgical margins did not represent an independent factor of prognosis, as it had an unexpected weak adverse prognostic effect. Surgical margins seemed to have greater importance in patients treated with surgery for a local recurrence, as if the local recurrence had selected a subgroup of patients with a more difficult local control, affecting the final outcome.62

Although extremity LPS exhibits a high aggressive behavior locally, it has a low metastatic potential unless dedifferentiation occurs.

Further studies are needed to improve selection of patients and personalize surgical approach.

Radiation therapy
RT can be used in association with surgery in pre- and/or postoperative settings in patients affected by localized STS, including LPS, to improve local tumor control.63,64

Despite little is known on the correlation between histology and RT response rates and the lack of clinical trials on LPS, DDLPS and MLPs seem to be more radiosensitive than other LPS subtypes.59,65

Radiation therapy in retroperitoneal sarcoma
Generally, the role of RT is controversial in retroperitoneal tumors.

Postoperative RT can be associated with surgery in retroperitoneal STS to achieve better local control with minimal residual disease, while preoperative RT may be used to improve the resectability of disease.6 Several retrospective trials have shown that RT in combination with surgery is associated with a lower risk of local recurrence in retroperitoneal STS, while others have recorded no benefit for adjuvant RT.66–69

Randomized trials on the benefit of neoadjuvant RT in retroperitoneal STS have failed the accrual of patients. Nevertheless, a preliminary consensus of guidelines was reached for preoperative RT in retroperitoneal STS by a recently published international expert panel, which pointed out that the role of preoperative RT has not been proven yet and that new data are needed.70

An ongoing study by The European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) is evaluating patients with retroperitoneal STS randomized to en bloc surgery alone versus RT followed by en bloc surgery (STRASS Clinical Trial, Identifier ID: NCT00131898). Abdominal recurrence-free survival is the primary endpoint. Results are still unavailable.

Retrospective trials comparing preoperative versus postoperative RT in patients with retroperitoneal STS have been carried out, whereas randomized trials are still needed. A retrospective analysis conducted by Zagar et al concluded that high dose (60 Gy) of either neoadjuvant or adjuvant RT is safe and efficacious in terms of locoregional control, distant disease-free survival, and OS for treatment of retroperitoneal STS in patients with high risk of residual microscopic or minimal disease at the time of surgery. This study also suggested a possible role of intraoperative RT in the locoregional control of disease with good tolerance.71

Radiation therapy in extremity sarcoma
The role of RT in the treatment of extremity STS is better defined, thanks to two pivotal randomized clinical trials which showed that RT can be an option for the treatment of high-risk, high-grade tumor patients with positive surgical margins, minimizing the risk of local recurrence and preserving the limb function. They both reported a reduced risk in local recurrence with brachytherapy or external beam RT. No improvement in OS or distant failure was reported with RT in extremity STS.64,72

Several studies indicated that preoperative RT had similar results to postoperative treatment for local recurrence and survival, although with worse wound complications, which are the most common adverse events in RT.63,71 A randomized study conducted by O’Sullivan et al comparing pre- versus postoperative RT in extremity STS showed equivalent local control rates in the management of extremity STS. The trial reported that the incidence of wound complications was related to the timing of RT and that preoperative RT was correlated to a higher risk of wound complications compared to postoperative RT.73

The timing and modality of RT remain controversial due to the lack of standardized approaches. Further clinical trials are needed to define patient selection, both in adjuvant and neoadjuvant settings.

For these reasons, RT treatment should be discussed by a multidisciplinary team during treatment decision making.

Cytotoxic agents
Conventional chemotherapeutic agents
CT is the cornerstone of treatment in STS metastatic disease. Neither adjuvant nor neoadjuvant CT is currently a standard therapy for the localized disease.

Anthracyclines were the first systemic chemotherapeutic agents that showed an activity in STS. At present, doxorubicin
versus doxorubicin-based combination CT represents the standard first-line therapy in metastatic patients. This regimen can also be used in localized STS as adjuvant or neoadjuvant CT, even though data about survival are conflicting.74-77

Adjuvant and neoadjuvant conventional CT in STS

The most recent meta-analysis on the role of doxorubicin-based CT in the adjuvant setting for resectable STS showed a statistically significant limited improvement in OS (hazard ratio [HR] = 0.77, \( P = 0.01 \)). The patient population, analyzed from 18 studies using doxorubicin-based CT, was heterogeneous with respect to STS pathologic subtypes and tumor locations. This meta-analysis was not based on individual data.75

In a large Phase III randomized clinical trial of the EORTC Soft Tissue and Bone Sarcoma Group, nonmetastatic patients with macroscopically resected grade II–III tumors were randomized to observation or postoperative CT with ifosfamide and doxorubicin with lenogastatin. It reported no benefit in either relapse-free survival or OS for resected STS. This trial was not included in the updated meta-analysis.74

These results are consistent with a previous EORTC study showing significant benefit in local disease control, but no improvement in OS in patients with resected STS treated with CYVADIC (cyclophosphamide, vincristine, doxorubicin, and dacarbazine) postoperative CT.78

A randomized study conducted by the Italian Sarcoma Group, including patients with high-grade extremity STS treated with postoperative CT with epirubicin and ifosfamide versus observation, showed that disease-free survival and OS were significantly better in the CT group after a 2-year follow-up. Yet, the benefit in OS decreased after a longer follow-up.79

Similar disagreements have also been observed in studies on neoadjuvant CT for resectable STS. A randomized Phase II study pointed out that neoadjuvant CT was not associated with better survival in high-risk patients, compared to surgery alone.80

An ongoing randomized clinical trial is evaluating standard preoperative CT in extremity STS versus histology-driven CT, involving specific histologic subtypes, including LPS (NCT01710176).

Based on these results, adjuvant and neoadjuvant CT are not considered standard treatment for localized STS; they should be administered on a case-by-case basis or in clinical trials, as current ESMO guidelines suggest.81

Conventional CT in metastatic STS

In metastatic setting, the recent EORTC 62012 trial, comparing doxorubicin alone versus the combination of doxorubicin and ifosfamide in first-line treatment of advanced or metastatic disease in 455 patients, showed no significant difference in OS between the two groups (28% vs. 31% OS at 2 years).81 In this case series, the proportion of LPS patients was very low (12.5%). Median progression-free survival (PFS) was significantly higher in the doxorubicin and ifosfamide group versus single-agent doxorubicin (7.4 vs 4.6 months, \( P = 0.003 \)). A higher objective response rate was observed in the doxorubicin and ifosfamide group than in the doxorubicin group (26% vs 14%). As a result, doxorubicin alone represents the standard first-line treatment in advanced LPS patients. Combination treatment can apply if tumor shrinkage is sought to either relieve symptoms or before another intervention. Response of LPS to CT depends on the histologic subtype and the tumor grade, with MLPS exhibiting the highest response rate.12

The role of CT in ALM/WDLPS and DDLPS disease was confirmed in a multicenter retrospective study of 208 patients. According to RECIST criteria, the objective response rate was observed in 21% of patients treated with an anthracycline-containing regimen. PFS at 6 months was seen in 44% of cases.82 Another study on the impact of different single or combination CT regimens in 39 PLS patients reported no significant difference. No differences were observed in terms of objective response rate between anthracycline-containing regimen and non-anthracycline-containing regimen (42% vs 31%, \( P = 0.5 \)) or between single-agent and combination CT (42% vs 35%, \( P = 0.7 \)). PFS at 6 months was 43% and median OS 14 months, compared to that of other STS subtypes.35

Prolonged infusion of ifosfamide in DDLPS patients seemed to yield a higher response rate, as reported in a retrospective study investigating the efficacy of a 14-day infusional ifosfamide regimen in 35 STS patients. DDLPS seemed to have a better response than MLPS and synovial STS, with stable disease observed in 31.8% of patients. A partial response rate was achieved in 22.7% of cases. Median PFS was 4.2 months and OS 11.2 months.83

The combination of gemcitabine and docetaxel is common in the second-line setting. A randomized Phase II study compared the activity of gemcitabine alone versus the combination of gemcitabine with docetaxel in 122 metastatic STS patients. Twenty of 122 patients were affected by LPS. Stable disease after 24 weeks was reported in 41.6% of patients treated with gemcitabine alone (5/12 patients) and in 62.5% with the combination of gemcitabine and
docetaxel (5/8 patients). A partial response was experienced by two PLS patients.84

**New agents**

**Marine agents**

**Trabectedin**

Trabectedin is a marine alkaloid synthetic DNA-binding compound derived from the Caribbean tunicate *Ecteinascidia turbinata.*85 It covalently binds to the amino groups in the minor groove of the DNA, leading to the formation of DNA–trabectedin complex and subsequent breakage of the double helix,86 which results in cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Trabectedin also seems to exhibit an anti-inflammatory and angiogenesis inhibitory activity, with specific targeting and cytotoxic effect against the macrophages and monocytes associated with the tumor microenvironment.87,88 Studies have suggested that decrease in inflammation-mediated factors in the tumor microenvironment might have a role in preventing tumor progression and dissemination.89 Trabectedin exhibits specific interactions with the FUS–CHOP fusion protein in MLPS, restoring normal lipoblast differentiation.90 Recent studies have focused on the antiangiogenic activity of trabectedin in MLPS.91,92 A study of an in vitro model of MLPS clarified the mechanisms of resistance of trabectedin, in which miR-21 and miR-130a seem to be involved, confirming their role as markers in overcoming this mechanism.93

A Phase III trial evaluating the efficacy of trabectedin versus doxorubicin-based CT in the first-line treatment of STS including MLPS showed no significant improvement of trabectedin compared to doxorubicin.94 Efficacy and safety were tested in patients affected by advanced or metastatic LPS or leiomyosarcoma (LMS) after failure of treatment with anthracyclines and ifosfamide.

Two different trabectedin schedules were tested: a 24-hour intravenous (IV) infusion once every 3 weeks versus a 3-hour IV infusion every week for 3 weeks in a 4-week cycle. Median time to progression was 3.7 versus 2.3 months, median PFS was 3.3 versus 2.3 months, and median OS was 13.9 versus 11.8 months. The study demonstrated that the 24-hour IV infusion of trabectedin every 3 weeks is well tolerated and effective in this setting of patients.95

These data were later confirmed in the expanded access program including 233 LPS cases.96 The use of trabectedin in the neoadjuvant setting (1.5 mg/m² 24-hour IV infusion every 3 weeks; 3–6 cycles) for patients with locally advanced LPS was reported by Gronchi et al.97 According to the RECIST criteria, 24% of patients exhibited an objective response and 13% showed a pathological complete response; no disease progression was reported and trabectedin was generally well tolerated. Out of 51 MLPS patients of a multicenter retrospective study receiving trabectedin as 24-hour continuous infusion every 21 days, two patients reported a complete response and 24 patients experienced a partial response, with an overall response of 51%, progression-free rate (PFR) at 3 months of 92%, and PFR at 6 months of 88%.98 Fatigue (8%) and nausea and vomiting (5%) represent the most common side effects. Transient neutropenia and rhabdomyolysis are the major, yet rare dose-limiting toxicities.99

The efficacy of trabectedin versus dacarbazine was evaluated in a recent Phase III multicenter trial including 518 patients with advanced LPS (27%) or LMS (73%) previously treated with an anthracycline and at least one additional systemic therapy. The study showed a 45% reduction in the risk of progressive disease or death with trabectedin compared to dacarbazine, with a PFS of 4.2 versus 1.5 months and a clinical benefit rate of 34.2% versus 18.5%, respectively. The safety profiles were consistent with the well-characterized toxicities of both agents. The most common grade 3–4 toxicities in the trabectedin group were neutropenia (40%) and increased ALT/ALT (29%).99

A recently published randomized, open-label, Phase II study of trabectedin after standard CT versus best supportive care (BSC) in Asian patients with advanced translocation-related STS (including myxoid/round cell LPS, 14/37 versus 10/37 patients) showed a median PFS of 5.6 and 0.07 months in the trabectedin group and the BSC, respectively, with an OS at 1 year of about 70% in the trabectedin arm (observed for 18 months, median not reached) and a median OS of 8 months in the BSC arm.100

An ongoing Phase II, nonrandomized trial, the TR1US study, is evaluating the role of trabectedin in first-line setting patients unfit to receive standard CT (Identifier ID: NCT02066675).

**Eribulin mesylate**

Eribulin mesylate, a marine-derived synthetic halichondrin B analog, induces cell cycle arrest and tumor antiproliferative effect by interacting with tubulin protein in cells.

The antiproliferative action of eribulin occurs through a novel tubulin-targeted mechanism that involves binding to a specific site on β-tubulin and consequent tubulin polymerization.

Eribulin also exerts other complex effects on tumor biology, including vascular remodeling, reversion of the epithelial–mesenchymal transition, and suppression of migration and invasion.101–103
Eribulin is approved as monotherapy for advanced/metastatic breast cancer patients.\textsuperscript{104}

The activity of this compound is reported in a Phase II study performed by EORTC. A total of 37 patients with LPS were treated with eribulin. PFS at 12 weeks was 46.9%. The most common adverse events included fatigue, cytopenia, neuropathy, and liver function test abnormalities.\textsuperscript{105}

Results of a recent randomized, open-label, multicenter Phase III study comparing the efficacy and safety of eribulin versus dacarbazine in patients with STS (adipocytic STS and LMS) in third-line treatment or over showed a better median OS with eribulin than with dacarbazine, that is, 13.5 and 11.5 months, respectively (HR = 0.768, 95% confidence interval 0.618–0.954; \(P = 0.017\)) with a median PFS of 2.6 months in both arms (HR = 0.877, 95% confidence interval 0.710–1.085; \(P = 0.229\)). In the preplanned OS subgroup analysis, median OS was higher in adipocytic STS (15.6 vs 8.4 months) than in LMS (12.7 vs 13 months). Neutropenia (44\% vs 24\%), fever (28\% vs 14\%), peripheral sensory neuropathy (20\% vs 4\%), and alopecia (35\% vs 3\%) were reported in both the eribulin and dacarbazine arms. Thrombocytopenia was more frequent with dacarbazine treatment (28\% vs 6\%).\textsuperscript{106,107}

These results have led to the recent Food and Drug Administration approval of eribulin for patients with metastatic LPS who have received prior CT with anthracyclines.

**Molecular therapies**

**Tyrosine kinase receptor inhibitors:** pazopanib, sorafenib, sunitinib, and dasatinib

Tyrosine kinase receptors are a family of high-affinity cell surface receptors for growth factors, cytokines, and hormones, which play a pivotal role in carcinogenesis, angiogenesis, and metastasis formation. Extracellular ligand binding typically causes or stabilizes receptor dimerization, which results in the activation of the intracellular signaling pathway. Overexpression of these receptors in many tumor subtypes makes them potential candidates for cancer treatment, in particular, STSs.\textsuperscript{108} Pazopanib is a novel small-molecule, multitargeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) that is active against vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 1, 2, and 3, platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), and KIT.\textsuperscript{109} The activity of TKI on advanced STS was assessed in a 142-patient Phase II trial. As insufficient activity was seen in the LPS patients, enrollment was stopped after the first stage. Final results showed that PFR at 12 weeks was 26\% in five out of 19 LPS patients.\textsuperscript{110} Another Phase II study evaluating the activity of pazopanib in advanced LPS patients is still ongoing (NCT01506596).

Sorafenib is another multitargeted TKI which exhibits activity against VEGF 1, 2, and 3, B-Raf, C-Raf, PDGF, KIT, and Fms-related tyrosine kinase 3.\textsuperscript{111} A Phase II clinical trial testing sorafenib activity in patients with different types of STS including LPS was carried out by von Mehren et al.\textsuperscript{112} Ten LPS patients (eight withDDLPS and two with MLPS) received sorafenib at a dose of 400 mg twice daily. The authors reported no response meeting the RECIST criteria, although two DDLPS patients showed disease stabilization. Another sorafenib Phase II trial is reported by Maki et al, with different STS histologies: 145 patients with different STS were included, but only three patients were affected by LPS.\textsuperscript{113}

Sunitinib is another TKI inhibitor active against PDGF, VEGF, KIT, RET, Fms-related tyrosine kinase 3, and CSF3.\textsuperscript{114} A Phase II trial of sunitinib in 48 patients with relapsed or refractory STS was reported by Mahmood et al.\textsuperscript{115} Sunitinib malate was administered at a dose of 50 mg daily for 4 weeks every 6 weeks. Fourteen out of 17 LPS patients (82\%) experienced stable disease, and PFR at 3 months was 63\%.

Dasatinib is a small-molecule inhibitor of PDGF, SRC, KIT, BCR-ALB, and ephrin receptor kinases. A Phase II study of dasatinib failed to demonstrate a clinically significant activity in patients previously treated for high grade metastatic STS, including LPS.\textsuperscript{116}

The few clinical trials available, limited number of patients enrolled, and the often unmentioned histologic LPS subtypes confirm the need for further investigation to better understand the mechanism and efficacy of these molecules in the treatment of LPS patients.

**MDM2 antagonists**

MDM2, also known as E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase, acts as an antagonist of the tumor suppressor p53. Inactivation of p53 pathway results in the inhibition of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Amplification of MDM2 is seen in many tumors, especially in ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS. For this reason, the presence of MDM2 amplification is a useful tool for diagnosis in these LPS histologic subgroups.\textsuperscript{36} Moreover, inhibition of MDM2 interaction with p53 tumor suppressor protein represents a new strategic approach to cancer treatment. A class of imidazoline agents discovered by Vassilev et al, termed nutlins, binds MDM2 in the p53 pocket and strongly inactivates p53–MDM2 interaction, restoring p53 functions.\textsuperscript{117} Preclinical studies on the molecular response of nutlin-3a, the most active MDM2 inhibitor, reported a promising activity in ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS. Nutlin-3a efficiently stabilized
p53 and induced downstream p53-dependent transcription and apoptosis in LPS.\textsuperscript{118,119}

The first clinical study to have employed the oral MDM2 antagonist RG7112 was recently performed by Ray-Coquard et al.\textsuperscript{120} This Phase I clinical trial assessed the toxicity of RG7112 in patients with different solid tumors, including LPS. This pilot study enrolled 20 patients with localized and resectable LPS, with the doses tested being 20–1,800 mg/m\textsuperscript{2}. RG7112 was given in the neoadjuvant setting prior to surgery in three 28-day cycles. Although RG7112 was well tolerated, out of 20 patients, six experienced grade 4 neutropenia, three experienced thrombocytopenia, and almost all patients had nausea, vomiting, and fatigue. The results, based on RECIST criteria, reported one partial remission and 14 stable diseases. Analysis of resected tumors confirmed the restoration of p53 and downstream p21 expression in KI67-positive cells. TUNEL analysis showed an increase in apoptotic tumor cells in the MDM2 antagonist treatment.

Further studies are needed to identify the optimal standard dose and reduce the adverse events.

**CDK4 antagonists**

CDK4 is a protein kinase that plays a crucial role in primary oncogenesis by inhibition of p53 activity and by promoting cell cycle progression by Rb protein phosphorylation. CDK4 inactivation may represent a potential approach to cancer therapy.

CDK4 is frequently amplified in many ALT/WDLPSs and DDLPSs; its absence is associated with favorable prognosis in LPS.\textsuperscript{121,122}

Preclinical studies in STS have shown that CDK4 inhibitors may act as potentiators of cytotoxic CT agent, doxorubicin.\textsuperscript{123} A Phase I trial of the selective oral CDK inhibitor, seliciclib, enrolling 21 patients with advanced solid tumors reported no objective tumor response and stable disease in eight patients. Grade 3 toxicities including fatigue, skin rash, and hyponatremia were reported. Other toxicities included grade 4 hypokalemia, raised creatinine, grade 2 emesis, and reversible abnormal liver function grade 3.\textsuperscript{124} An open-label Phase II trial of the oral CDK4 inhibitor PD0332991 was carried out by Dickson et al.\textsuperscript{125} The study enrolled 48 patients with advanced ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS (44 of 48 had CDK4 amplification; 41 of 44 were Rb positive). PD0332991 200 mg was given orally once daily for 14 consecutive days in a 21-day cycle. PFS at 12 weeks was 66%, one partial response was reported, and patients were able to achieve prolonged stable disease. Although the treatment schedule was well tolerated, PD0332991 was associated with hematological toxicity including anemia (17%), thrombocytopenia (30%), neutropenia (50%), and febrile neutropenia (3%). PFS rates suggested a promising role of this CDK4 inhibitor in advanced ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS. Other CDK4 inhibitors, including LY2835219 and LEE001, are currently under evaluation in clinical trials. These agents showed different profiles of toxicity; gastrointestinal adverse effects were associated with LY2835219, and neutropenia and QT prolongation were mostly recorded with LEE001. LPS seems to be responsive to these agents, but definitive results are still unavailable.\textsuperscript{126,127}

**Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma agonists**

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPAR-\textgamma) plays a role in the terminal adipocyte differentiation pathway. In vitro studies have revealed antitumor activity of PPAR-\textgamma agonists in LPS cell lines.\textsuperscript{128,129} Activation of PPAR-\textgamma may represent a promising tool, not only for cancer treatment but also for reverting more aggressive LPS phenotypes to well-differentiated ones with better clinical outcomes.

Demetri et al conducted a clinical trial on advanced LPS (two MLPS and one PLS) treated with troglitazone, a PPAR-\textgamma ligand.\textsuperscript{129} Histologic and immunohistochemical analysis showed strong evidence of extensive lipid accumulation by tumor cells. Yet, no clinical benefit was observed in 12 DDLPS and MLPS patients receiving troglitazone in a Phase II trial.\textsuperscript{130} Promising results were reported in a more recent Phase I clinical trial in which the safety and the maximum tolerated dose of efatutazone (CS-7017), a novel PPAR-\textgamma agonist, were tested. Five out of 31 patients had LPS; efatutazone was administered orally twice daily for 6 weeks. Peripheral edema was experienced by the majority of patients (53.3%), and three episodes of dose-limiting toxicities were observed. Results reported a sustained partial response for 690 days of therapy in one case of MLPS.\textsuperscript{131}

These data suggest that PPAR-\textgamma agonists may have a role in the management of LPS patients, although further studies are needed to confirm it.

**Nelfinavir**

Nelfinavir is an HIV protease inhibitor showing promising anticancer activity by binding to sterol regulatory element-binding protein-1 (SREBP-1), which plays a role in lipogenic expression. Alterations in SREBP-1 expression result in a clinical syndrome of lipodystrophy, which is characterized by abnormal adopigenesis, peripheral fat atrophy, and bizarre lipid distribution.\textsuperscript{132}
In a Phase I study assessing the tolerability of nelfinavir on LPS, 20 patients with unresectable disease were treated twice daily with a dose escalation starting from 1.250 to 4.250 mg. Seventeen patients had DDLPS and ALT/WDLPS, two had MLPS, and one patient had PLS. A partial response was observed in one DDLPS patient for 14 months; four patients experienced stable disease. No dose-limiting toxicity was reported after treatment with nelfinavir; only one patient exhibited grade 3 pancreatitis. Further studies are needed.

Other targeted therapies
Some other targeted therapies have been studied in the treatment of STS, but have shown no benefit.

Bevacizumab, a human monoclonal antibody binding human VEGF, has been investigated in STS. A Phase II trial evaluated the safety and efficacy of gemcitabine and docetaxel with the addition of bevacizumab versus gemcitabine and docetaxel showed an improvement in PFS and response rate at 3 months (not confirmed at 6 months) in 35 patients with STS including PLS.

Antiepidermal growth factor receptor cetuximab showed no activity as a single agent in STS.

Future directions
Recent findings have focused on genes like ZIC1, TOP2A, and AURKA, which seem to have high expression levels across LPS, becoming promising candidate targets for new therapy and diagnosis.

The recently discovered oncoprotein, gankyrin, is overexpressed in ALT/WDLPS and DDLPS. This antiapoptotic protein represents a promising predictive oncogenic factor in these two types of LPS.

Recent efforts focus on the promising results of immunotherapy in several tumor types including STS, despite its limited role in STS.

Clinical trials on the role of pembrolizumab, an IgG4-κ humanized monoclonal antibody that blocks PD-1, are ongoing. A Phase I trial demonstrated that pembrolizumab is associated with good tolerability and durable antitumor activity in patients with multiple solid tumors including STS. A Phase II trial on the role of pembrolizumab in STS including LPS is ongoing (NCT02301039).

An open-label Phase II randomized study is currently evaluating CMB305 and atezolizumab in patients with STS including LPS (NCT02609984).

Conclusion
STSs, consisting of a heterogeneous group of more than 50 histotypes, are rare, but often fatal diseases due to their tendency to metastasize. LPS is one of the most common STS subtypes. Till date, surgery is the mainstay of treatment for localized disease, while the role of adjuvant and neoadjuvant CT for localized STS is still controversial. In metastatic disease, systemic CT is the standard of treatment and has shown limited results.

A multidisciplinary approach involving oncologists, surgeons, pathologists, radiotherapists, and radiologists is needed for the management of the disease.

More data has recently been reported on novel treatments. Preliminary results of some of these systemic drugs with different molecular targets are encouraging, with expected improvements in clinical outcome.

A larger patient enrollment into translational and clinical studies is crucial to better understand the biology of these tumors and develop new therapeutic strategies, which can have an impact on the treatment of LPS patients.

Further evaluations are needed to translate these new treatment options into daily clinical practice.
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